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TENSOR PRODUCTS IN THE CATEGORY OF GRAPHS 
A. PULTR x ) , Praha 
Introduction. Given graphs (sets with binary rela-
t i o n s ) X > y , there are different ways of providing the 
set of the compatible mappings from X into y by a struc-
ture of graph • The present paper was, actually, stimulated 
by the fact that, working on a more general problem, Hedr-
lfn and Sichler suggested a very reasonable way of doing 
this, in a moment when the author investigated another one. 
The Horn-functors and the corresponding tensor products sa-
tisfied in both cases certain conditions (Tl - T4 listed be-
l o w ) . This gave rise to a question how many ways there real-
ly are. They are 201 - and the aim of the present paper is 
to prove it. 
The category of sets with binary relations and the re-
lation preserving mappings will be denoted by ?& 7 the na-
tural forgetful functor 71—> Set by U (we shall, how-
ever, often write simply <p instead of XL$> for the under-
lying mapping of a morphism <p ) . The objects of 02 will 
be denoted by capitals, the relation of X (subset of HXx 
x HX ) by /c(X ) (or, simply by /(, 7 if there will be no dan-
ger of c o n f u s i o n ) . The set of morphisms from X into y is 
x) Support from the Canadian National Research Council and 
EcMaster University is gratefully acknowledged. 
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denoted by <.X, y > . 
A covariant functor 
<g) : <& x ^ —* 71 
will be called a tensor product, if the following conditions 
are sa t is f ied: 
Tl: There exist a functor £ , 1 ; # l x 3£ —> H such 
that U £ X , y j ** <X,Y> naturally in X,Y and 
<X * y , 2 > ** <X, Cy,Z J > naturally i n X , y , Z . 
T2: There exist an X0 e *H such that X<® X0 ** X na-
tura l ly in X . 
T3: X ® y «* y <8> X naturally in X , t -
T4: C X <8> y ) ® Z *£> X d ( y ® Z ) naturally 
in .x, y , z . 
A covariant functor ® ; ?l x ??/ *—• #2 satisfy-
ing Tl, T2 and T3 will be called a WKT-product (weak commu-
tative tensor product). 
® is said to be regular, if ULX ® y ) ̂  U X x UY , ot-
herwise, ® is said to be singular. 
The results given in this paper may be summarized as follows: 
Up to a natural equivalence, 
there ar* exactly 256 regular and 149 singular WKT-pro-
ducts in #t , 
there aro exactly 52 regular and 149 singular tensor 
products in 1fo . 
(Thus, every singular WKT-product is a tensor product.) All 
the products are described constructively. 
Some of the regular tenaor products from the 52 ones 
appear among operations on graphs frequently used in the li-
terature. Thus, e-g. (in the notation of 3.3) we may find 
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the product la (coinciding for symmetric graphs with Id) 
in Chapter 3 of £l] as the sum of graphs, the product II 
(coinciding for symmetric graphs with IVb) in Chapter 4 of 
[1]• These two operations (termed cartesian and strong pro-
duct) are studied e.g. in [5] and [33. It is worth noting 
that the operation designated by ® in [3 3 is close to be 
a tensor product satisfying (as it is easy to prove) the 
properties Tl and T4 . On the other hand, some authors use 
the term tensor product for the categorial product, which 
does not appear in our list (it does not satisfy in Ifo al-
ready the condition Tl: Let us take a discrete X and a Y 
which is not discrete. If L y J existed, we would have 
had ( X x y , X x y ) ^ ( X , r y , X x Y J ) ; while the 
left-hand side contains the identity and the right-hand si-
de is void). 
Throughout the paper, the following notation of parti-
cular graphs and mappings is used: 
P : UP « T U <0}), fc(?) m 0 , 
A : UA -= 2(* <0,4», H,CA) - K(0,1)} , 
oc ; P — > A (I « 0, 4 ) : <x>. (0) m I . 
§ 1. How the WKT-products of graphs have to look like 
1.1 Denote by K the full subcategory of 9t generated 
by the objects P and A , by L the full subcategory of 
01 generated by the functors f such that 
fCoc )dCV)) v fCoc )(i (?)) m f C A ) . 
O 1 
Let us have ® and L , J given. By £4] (3.1) and by 
Tl there is a functor 
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H .• n —• x 
such that 
(1) €> ** L C-,H- >,->,-] ̂  RCH-,-> . 
Both JL and R are described in [43. Let me here recol-
lect the definition of R , which will be used explicit-
ly. We have 
URC*,X> » <f (P), X > , 
(Ptoify) c / t ^ R ( f , X )) i f f there i s a j t t r f M ) - » X 
with ^ . -sr (A • f (oc^ ) , for T .* q> —J> f and p : X —> Y 
R ( r , 9 ? ) ( ^ ) a <P*<a • trp . 
Now, given the H . define functors F F : W —• W and 
' P* A 
transformations 
(2) % , ^ •• Fp —> FA 
by ^JCX)- HCX)CN),FNCy)-HC<p)
NfN-P,A),r/Sr J.CX Hoc .) . 
We have always: 
(3) * £ C ^ C X » u r*(J.;CX)>-»%CX) . 
We see easily that thus a one-to-one correspondence between 
the functors %• —•* JC and couples of transformations (2) 
satisfying (3) is established. Moreover, H and H' are 
naturally equivalent iff the corresponding couples are. In 
the following, we shall replace functors and couples (3) of 
transformations by equivalent ones without further mentio-
ning. 
Using Tl and the definition of R we obtain 
< ^CX>,Y>** < X,Y > 
30 that Ip ** 4n . 




* * - . * < ; V 
(4) %*<X)u **<X)
r
FCX> for All X , 
1.2. Considering the definition of TR. and the consequent 
form of [ X ; Y J we see that we may define 
Ьy 
Є X У : <Å, tX,YJ> -+<FCX),У> 
> (.(*,)' Ъ. - (U.C-І) 
It is easy to prove the following 
Proposition: 0 is a natural equivalence. 
1.3. Proposition: F is a left adjoint. In fact,F<^ - ® A . 
Proof: We have, by 1.2, Tl and T3 
<FCX)7Y>*><A9CX9Yl>*'<A*X,Y>i»<X*A,Y>*t<X9CA,YJ> 
naturally in X , Y . Thus, F and ~<&./4 have the same righ* 
adjoint. 
Remarks: 1) Thus, by £4J, F *& JL (-, f > for some f e 
€ X . Hence, F is determined by its values on K (where 
it coincides with f ). Taking in account the condition (4) 
applied for X » P, A , we see that f(F) has at most 
2 points and 4 (.A) at most 4 points. Hence using only Tl 
and T3, we have already proved that there are only finitely 
many products. 
2) We can put directly F » - <S> A (see 1.1) and 
we shall do it from now on. 
-••4 Proposition: If - €>X0 *& 4^ y then tX09- J ** "f^ 
and we have X =r F . 
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Proof: We have < X , Y > ^ <X <g>X0,Y>*» <X, C X ^ Y J > . 
Considering U Y * < %9 , Y > we obtain X0 - P . 
Convention: To simplify the notation, we shall replace 
now the 6) by a naturally equivalent one such that actu-
ally 
X <&?*?*> X « X for every X . 
1.5 We have in particular (see 1.3) 
FCP) m F « A » A ® P - A , 
. . i» 
Proposition: t̂. » oc. . 
— ' — " — • • % %t 
Proof: By (4), we have either tr. =• oc. or t?. =* oc, . 
In the second case, however, we would not have generally 
Y -* C P , Y J . 
1.6 Proposition: %. m j <& oc. . 
-fc A t> 
Proof: Consider the commutative diagram 
x. * oc. 
% 
-> A « P<S>A» ҒCP) 
ot» <g> 4 « ҒC«^) 
A « A в > P - ъг > A<g> A » FCA) 
The commutativity obviously determines r. . On the 
other hand, we have Coc- ® 4*) * <x. ** oc. <S> oc. « C 4. <8> o£. > • oc•. . 
1.7 Define A a A by U C A D A ) = 2x 2 ,/c CA a A ) ~ 
- 4CC0,0),C0,D), CC0,0)M,0)), CC0,<f), C4,4)), CCf,0),CV» i , 
*ia1A!A~+AaA toy U . o l ) y ) » ( t ^ ) j ^ a ^ ; A ^ A a A by 
CI o^i)C#) « C^,i). 
(The sign a will be given a broader sense in the next 
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paragraph.) 
Define a mapping 
t£ : A a A —• A <s> A 
by i d , ? ) ** Coĉ  ® oc^Ktf) . 
Proposition: 4£ is a morphism in ?%, and we have 
. 1T) o COC. O / I ) « CO. £> 4 , ^ - C ' f D O C . ) - B ^ ® O C . . 
fr .i »|, 7 fc» -J. •* 
Proof: ^ « C o c ^ a ^ J C ^ ) ^ ^ C i , ^ ) « Coc^® oĉ  )C0) * 
srCoc. # 4 ) • oc. CO) -* Coĉ  <® 4 ) C£) and s i m i l a r l y the 
second equa t ion . The equat ions y ie ld immediately the f i r s t 
s t e t ement . 
--•8 P ropos i t ion : ^ Ci^$) «. *l C<fo>? Z) i f f ^ C^,^)--?^ C ^ - ^ ) , 
C*lCi9£) 12(^4)) e,n,(A ® A ) i f f C ^ C ^ i ) , ^ C-̂ -fc,) e^ tCA® A ) . 
Proof: Let %t be the equivalence from T3. The state-




%. Ф *... 
x A A 
« , , • « • 
A €> A > A<s>A 
--•9 Summary: By 1.3, 1.7 and 1.8, the number of WKT-pro-
ducts on 1R, (up to a natural equivalence) does not exceed 
the number of nonequivalent epimorphisms ̂ ; A o A — * X 
satisfying the statements in 1.8. Since for a regular product 
I A <& A 1 sat 4- , we obtain: 
There are at most 405 WKT-products, there are at most 
256 regular WKT-products. 
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In the next paragraph, we shall show that the words 
"at most" may be omitted. 
§ 2. How the WKT-products look like 
From the lack of a better notation, we shall use through-
out this paragraph the signs & , £ } J for functors des-
cribed below in 2,3, thus, in a sense different to that in 
§ 1. We shall see soon, however, that if is not quite incon-
sistent. 
2-1 Definition: Define functors 
D : n x m —> n , 
{ ,};«* R—» n 
by 
ttCXoY)- UX * UY , 
(C^^)/^^))£/tCXaY)iff either (x07 x^) e tc CX) 
and % » ^ , o r ^ . ^ and Oft,,^) e *CY) , 
Uf$? a y ) * Ucj> x U-y , 
U<X,Y! - <X,Y> , 
^ , c V c *,<{X,Yi) iff(^Gx), ̂ C x » e /tCY) 
for every ,x e X, i9,y*?C(«,) «* ̂r # <a, • <p • 
Remark: Evidently, ((<>0,fy) e ft C{X, Yl ) iff there e-
xists a ^ : A o X — > Y with <* • Coĉ  -9 ̂  ) » <*^ 
2*2 Proposition: 9; <~ a ~,~ > ~-» < ~ , <~> ~ ? > defined 
by C6Xy*Cy>»Cx)C<^) » <apCx.,^) is a natural equivalence. 
Proof: First, every 6(<p)Cx) is really in {Y, Z ? , 
since if iy0 7 /^ > e ^ f Y ) , we have ((*,<&, ), C x , ^ ) e 
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« H, CX a y ) . Now, if Cx0, Xj ) € « , ( ! ) . we have, 
for every /^, CC.x0.,^), C.x^,/y.-)) 6/c CX o y ) and hence 
( < ? ^ ^ , j 9 ( ^ f , ) e *- c z ) > 80 that C0C$>)C*-o), 0Cy)Cxf))e 
e/c C{ Y, 2 J) . On the other hand, define S": <-, {-,- 1>-* 
—• < _ D - - > by & (<f) (x,ty>) * <# (x ) (*£ ) * If 
U^tVhif ^*<i*n#i W e /oCX ° y j > w e h a v e e i t h e r •** * ^ 
and (*+,, tfa) e ft(Y) ot C x ^ , ^ ) e /* CX ) an(31 4fe ~ *£, • 
In both cases obviously Cy Cx^C^,)? y Cx^)C^ )) € /t C Z ) -
Evidently 6 i s natural in a l l variab les and 99 ** 4 , 
ee m 4 . 
2*3 Definition: Let ̂  : A QA — • B be an epimorphism. 
An equivalence e ( ^ , X , y ) on U X x U Y is generated by 
the relation e' defined by:Cx^? ̂  ) e' Cx^, ty^ ) iff the-
re exist morphisms g> ? A —.• X , 
Y i A — > y with yC .m)» *>^,yC^)--* < ^ and 
^ C i . , ^ ) * ^ C f c , - * ) * 
For morphisms cp: A —+ X , ifr : A — • y define a mapping 
97 * nf : UB—» U X x U y / e C^ , X , Y ) 
by ( 9 * ^ - ) ^ Ci-^)) * C^TiTTVc^) 
(the bar denotes the c l a s s of equivalence and w i l l be used 
further on often in t h i s sense ) . 
Further, define e x y : U X x U Y — • U X x U Y / e f y , X , Y ) by 
e x y Coc ,^) -» C x , . ^ ) . 
F ina l ly , define X <®n Y b y 
U C X O ^ Y ) * U X x U Y / e C ^ , x , y ) , 
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*CX® Y) » Ce xc)C*,CXo y ) ) u 
v U<((<p*y)K(g>*<>?)) UC2>))\<p:A~+ X, y:A~* Y } , 
and <p^vf: X<®%Y —> X' <8>% Y* tor~W: X ~~+ X', 
<y ; y • Y ' by 
<p &il if (Xity) ** C4pCx)7TfC<y,)) 
(it is easy to see that this is correct). If there is no dan-
ger of confusion, the index ^ will be omitted. We check e-
asily the following 
Proposition: 1) €> is a functor from 71 x W into 22, 
2) The e X y defined above are morphisms in 7t and de-
termine a transformation 
£ : o —•*• ® 
3) <p * if defined above i s a morphisa B —• X ® y , 
4 <& AA i s an isomorphism and we have cp # y ** (gp ® if) • 
• C4* 4) , eA,A » i4 * 4) • <>i . 
Remark: By Proposition: 3) , we may replace 3 by 
A «* A and ^ b y C f * ^ ) * ^ without changing the 
functor <S> • 
2*4 Definition: Define I X9Y1~ by 
i u x , YJn m <X,Y> , 
t&t&t } * /» C C X , y j ^ ) i f f there i s a <"-' A <S> X ~* 
—> y with fc± m <cc - C<JC4 «> -f ) . 
For y V X'~* X , ^ri y —* Y ' define t$>,T\ : tX,Y3-* 
—• C X', Y'J^ by r * , ^ C*u)m w , . f • 
We see easily that thus a functorC, 1 t &* *H —y 1R, 
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is defined. The index f\ will be, in the following, often 
omitted. 
Obviously, the formula 
y>XYCfc) m.44. 
defines a transformation >> : CX,YJ —*• rCX,Y 1 . 
£•5 Proposition; < - <S> - , - > « < - , £ - , - J > . 
Proof: Let y ? X <£ Y —> *Z be a morphism. Consider 
e C y e x / ) ; X - * * X , Z ? 
( S from 2 . 2 ) . Let Coc# ,x^) e ft C X ) . Thus, we have a 
^ i A o V —<* 2 with 
0 c y • e x y )Cx, )*» (O. »Co^ o 4y ) -
Applying this equation for an ^ c V and defining g>; .4 -> 
— • X by 9; Ci,) -» #. we obtain 
f eXX» C$> o 4y )(i,y,)m f4,(i,<if) . 
Thus, (ju * ?• £*y» Cg> o 1y)* r*
 (9 ® ŷ ' • S*y a n d hen~ 
Ce &(?* £*Y>(*4,> ** fi4>'(<*~ O 4) m r* <>& ® 4) # &AV* <<*X 0 4> ar 
m r * C^ €> A ) * C<<̂  €> * > . 
Since CxPjx ) e H,(X) was arbitrary, we see that there i s 
(exact ly one) v (y> : X —+ LY7 Zl with 
i>y**<s(r>~ ecr't*y> • 
Now* let 'y : X —*• C/*; Z J be a morphism. Consider 
W(*YI*rhXa y~* z • 
If C#^ , ^ > e ' C«**, , ifri ) , we have <p: A ~+ X , 
ift A — • y with <p(m,)mX^ , if On,) » • y ^ and 
^ ^Ji>
m' V (*>,& • Since (<p(0)y ff Ci)) e H, CX ) , we 
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have a pu t A <S> y -~-> Z with 
f(<p(m,))*x p,. (cc^ €> 4 ) . 
Hence, £c*y*. r>(9^), r<# » » cr<y c* »;cy #;; = 
«* <o.# Caĉ  <s> 4 y ) * dv a<y)C£) m ft,.s
AY* CCL^ a 4y)'C/tpo yr)(£) * 
=sfA*£Ay* C1 aif)Ci,£) m ft * C1A €> yr ) • ^ (i,Jk.) 
(see Remark in 2 . 3 ) . 
Thus, 
Wa>yz*r><*4,<+i>- 9<»y** r ><**,**.> , 
so that & (Vyz • r > induces a mapping #*. U C X # Y) —> 
—-> HZ , Since we have (see above)r*Ccp®tf)* pt*C4A & y)» *i } 
we see easily that y preserves the relations. Thus, we 
have (exactly one) ? C y ) such that 
v cr> * exy » 5 u>yz* r > • 
Now, it is easy to see that v-r » 4 , 'E'tr » 4 and that T 
is natural in all the three variables. 
2.6 Proposition: Let ̂  have the properties from 1.8.Then 
x *% y ~ y ^ x 
naturally in X 7 Y . 
Proof: It suffices to define ae : .X ® y — • y «> X 
by etsyCM , y~ ) «- C^, o< ) and to check the correctness 
of this definition by 2.3 (and the properties from 1.8). 
2»7 Theorem: For every ^ ; A a A — • B satisfying 
the properties 1.8, (&~ is a WKT-product. If ̂  «*> <-̂ t 
for some *i t A a A — • B ' , then there is an isomorph-
ism ft i B • B ' With 71 as /3* y • 
Proof: Tl follows by 2.5 and definition 2.4, T2 is ob-
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vious (of course, Xa m P ) , T3 i s proved in 2 .6 . Now, l e t 
ae ; <SL — > <8i„ , be a natural equ ivalence. Put 
/ 8 - ^ - n ' V " * ' ***• c1< ** *A > ' 
Obviously, /3 i s an isomorphism and we have (see 2 . 3 , Pro-
pos i t ion 3)) 
/3.<2 « , £ ) « <•* *n, 4~r
1'*'t.AAU,j.)~(.4 *n, I)'
1. te'Cct^tciajk 
- CI * A)-*iToc. ®n, oĉ  )C0)= « * r A)-
1' t>'AAU,*)~ "I'd?* > -
2.8 Comparing 2.7 with 1.9 we obtain 
Corollary: Up to a natural equivalence, there exist ex-
actly 256 regular and 149 singular WKT-products. 
§ 3. Tensor products 
The bars in the following statements have the same sen-
se as in § 2. 
3.1 Lemma: If (<y,,x ) -» (<y,', *>'), then ((x,<y,\x)m ((x,<y!\z') 
for any x , If (x0 ty) m (x\<yf), then(x, (<y,,x))**(*,(#.',&))* 
Proof: We shall prove the first statement, the proof of 
the other one is analogous. We may suppose(̂ .,-c) e' (<#,', sc') • 
Then there are <p / A —¥ Y and *y: A — • Z with 9(1) = 
=- x , <p(H) s x', ifr(£) *r <y, , np (4 ) * ty and <)£(*£,£) * 
-=« T£ (**,£)>1X suffices to consider g> « comAt^ ® <?•' A —• 
—* X © y and Y • 
3.2 Proposit ion: Let there be an isomorphism 
ae ; .A <a CA <s>A) —* ( A <a _A) <S> A 
such that a e C ^ ^ p f e ) ) « ((+,&),*>) . T*ien, f ° r general 
X *> (Y <® Z ) and ( X <S> y ) ® Z 
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(x9C^x))m <*', (<y\x')) i f f ((Scyf)fx) - (Gf^f'), X,') . 
Proof: We sha l l prove only one of the implicat ions , the 
other one i s analogous. 
Let C x , ( ^ , x > ) e ' C * ' , (<y,'f z' )) . Thus, we have <p : 
: J 4 — > X , (jLtA — • Y<» Z with y C t ) . * , <j>C4fc) - xj(I(?)M 
m(y,fx,),d*(£)s(y,fz') and ^ C^, ^ ) sr ^ Cjfe;-€ ) . Put jo, f*t,) » 
«' (/fcn, i **, > • 
Since (<u, CO), ^ C4)) e /̂  , we have some of the following 
three possibilities: 
U <**,*»>*(&,<> *ith ^ - « ? andC<,<)€ 
6 4cCZ).Thu8, we have a 2£ * A —* Z with ^(it) *» *£ • 
We obtain CC#,/^),« )* CC*, if/), x') by lemma 3.1 conside-
ring <p® canst * and ^ # 
-» .3? . Thus, there is a if : A — > Y with if(nri)ss n^ . 
Using y and *y we obtain Cx, ̂ .* ) = C**', /|ft ) andCCx,^),*)-* 
-» CC*',-^/).,;*/) follows again by 3.1. 
Ill) ̂ .C/tv)--Cy®^)ffVi «,*> with «* .*- , , £« , ) , 
C .^ £ )) € K, . Thus, there is a-ir?A—• A ® A(or (<n,)ss 
• (tv7i^T) satisfying 
<u * Cy <S> $t ) * JT 
considering \^ and ̂r (and 12 Ci, £ ) *• ̂  (Jk, , Z ) ) we ob-
tain 
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^ , ( * ÿ , « . , » - < * . • < * * , * * > > 
so that ( « , ^ \ ^ 5 * ( ( - f e ^ ) , 2^), Hence (using 3.1 again) 






) s a p «*'>'¥•''% **'> • 
3*3 Proposition: Let the assumption of 3.2 hold. Define map-
pings 
*xyjr 
X® (y<s 2 «, > ( X ® Y ) ® Z 
by 9e(*,C^,;r)) -= CCx,<^ ),--&), A,CC^c,<y.),-r) -** CM, Cnf9x)) . 
Then ae x y* and X*y£ are mutually inverse isomorphisms 
and form a natural equivalence. 
Proof: We shall show that ae preserves the relation, 
the remaining statements will be then evident. In view of 3.1 
and 3.2 we may freely choose representatives of equivalence 
classes. This will be done without explicit mentioning. 
Let Cix9Cy,,z))f (*', C<y,'9sc'))) e ft . We have the 
following possibilities: 
I. x ш л' and CCy,z)y Csy,'9&')) € K, so that 
either I) *%,& /u,'f iznx') m K and hence (dx*,*^ ), z ) , 
CC*,<&),*,')) в * 
2) (/$-, <y') € /tv, z. m x,'f so that((« ,<y-> ,dx ,y.'»€ * 
and hence ( (oc , /^, ) ,x) , (( * , / y / ) , as'>> € /t or 
3) there are <p : A —• y , ft A —Y Z *ith 9C*)--* 
* ^ 1 <J>C*-)* <y/ ,yC£) m * 9 TfrCt) - * , ' and 
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CCi,-i) . Cle, £))e K, . I t su f f i ce s to consider c#n*t €> <p 
and y . 
I I . (x7x')€ H, ) (<&,&)-(<&', X,' ) , which y i e l d s 
(((x,<y,)t x ) CCA7, ^ - / ) t , x')) e n, almost immediately. 
I I I . There are <p: A —* X and fCc:A—• Y <© Z 
such that ^ r * ) < - ' * , 9 < ' - f c > « * ' f 6 < ^ ) . « f ^ ^ 
CC^^),Cv%,£ )) 6 /C . Pat â-C/n,) ss (tfa,*^) and def ine 
tf;.A —* A <S> -A by yX0)mUf£), vd) = (Jk, £) .We have e i -
ther 1) <y,0 m <fy and (x0 , JS, ) c /& . Define ;£ s -4 —* K 
by % (<n,) * a ^ and use <p <8> c<m/.>2L and % , or 
2) Oy,#? ^ ) € *, and xo a x . Define <y: A —-> Y 
by y(<n*) ** <Ufo . Using g> and y we obtain ((x, <y* ) , 
(x',<ty')) € /c , which y i e l d s ( s ince (z **x') ((*<,<#,), x) , 
((x!,<yf),x'))eK,0T 
3) (<t->Cf ® %) * sr for some ir:A—* A ® A . 
Putt ing ot » Cy <8> Cifr <S> £ )) • C4 <S> JT > » p we see that 
XУ.?. 
(oc, (v,z))=«(0),(*',(<y',z'))~<x(<1) and *e CocC*)) -
• C(<p ® if) ® %) ° dt • (4 <& ?r ) » >> C-tJ . 
3*4 Theorem: <8>̂  satisfies T4 iff there exists an isomorph­
ism ae : A €> (A <&p A ) —> (Asg^A) 6>r A such that 
9tU,Cjijk)) » ((*,#),As) . 
Proof: If such a $e exists, T4 holds by 3f3 (and 3.2) • 
If there is an equivalence $***•. X <9 CY <8>Z) —> CX <&Y)<&.% , 
put 9e s 9 . and consider the commutative diagram 
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A®CA«>A> > CA®A)®A 
3»5 Theorem: Every singular WKT-product is a tensor product• 
Proof: If, for an 4:A uA~* .B , ® ^ is a singular 
WKT-product, we have some of the following cases 
1) 4 is a constant, 
2) 4(0,0) m 4 (0,1) x 4(1,01 * 4(4, 4) , 
3) ^C0,0># 4 (0,1) m 4(4 ,0) m 4 {1,1) , 
4) 4(0,0)** 4(1fi•)+ 4 (0,4) ^n^9°K 
5) 4(0,0)~ 4(4 ,0+ 4(0,1) * (1,0) 4*4(0,0), 
6) 4(Q,Q)*4(Q,1) ~ 4d ,0)* d,1)*4 (0,0) . 
In the case 1) we have .A © (A & A)<-*CA«>A) «> A ** P 
where UP a- 4, /t CP) *» I CO, 0 ) J , so that the assumption of 
3.2 and 3.3 is satisfied trivially. In the cases 2) - 5) ei-
ther (4 x *2 ) C ft (A a A )) £ /e-CB) and we see again 
that A® (A Q A )& P f or (4* *i)(* (A a A)) » *>(&) and 
we easily check that the assumption of 3,2 and 3.3 is satis-
fied. The only less trivial case is the case 6). We may put 
U.B m 3 , 4 U,j>) m I + £ . Necessarily, (0,1), (1,2) e K(3) . 
We have 
CD i + 4 + M, m i'+$+Jk'm*U,(i]k,)) m W, (£', A/ID and 
caтj),*.) ш (.íi',y),*,') 
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Really, let i +$> + M, * i' + $>' + M'. Let us prove, e.g. the 
first equation on the right hand side. It is obvious if i =r 
=r i ' , If * sjk <i', we may assume <L m 0 and i'* 4 * Then, 
^ 4. ,*, =- ^' + M' + 4 , so that (i' + M/, i + M,)e *(3) 
and (see 2.3, Proposition 3)) hence ((£', M,') , (?, M,)) e 
e/c(A®A). Define fcs A --+ A ® A by ̂ (0)* Cy,M'), 
(*,C4)**(i,M). Thus (see Definition 2.3), U,Cj9M,»~U'f(4.',M')) 
because of 4+ 9 (U, and ^ ^t D =* ̂  ^,Q) . 
By T3 (see also 2.6) we have 
(2)((itM),i) ш ((i', M,'),i') iff (i,(ф,M)) 
U',Cф',Mf», 
(3) (((i, M),i) , ((f, W),i')) é н, iff 
(U, (i,M)) , (i',(j',M'))) e /c , 
Combining (1) and (2), we see that we may define a mapping 
36 by ot(i,(i,M,)) m (Ci, £), M ) , by (1) and (3) we 
see that dC is an isomorphism. 
3.6 Theorem; There are exactly 52 regular tensor products 
on ^ . 
Description: By 2.7 and 2.3, €> is determined by 
&AA : A a A * A <& A . In the following figures, 
the left upper points indicate the image of (0,0) the left 
lower points the image of (0,4) the right upper ones the 
image, of (4,0) and the right lower one the image (4,4) 
under t,A . The arrows indicate the couples of distinct 
points in the relations (the couples of equal ones are dis-
cussed below). 
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Put 4 - * { C f , f ) i f €-4© A f , L s *CA«> A ) A 21 * By 2.6 
we have 
(1) CC0f1)f(0fD) eL iff CC1f0)fC1f0))e L . 
In the cases la and II any L satisfying (1) appears. Thus, 
we obtain in both cases eight tensor products. In the cases 
Ilia and IVa, necessarily L *• 0 , hence we have only one 
tensor product both times. In the cases lb and Illb the -,L 
satisfying (1) and CC0f0) , CO, 0)) £ L appear, in the ca-
ses Ic and IIIc the ones for which (Clf1)fC1f1)) 4 L ap-
pear. Thus, every one of these four cases yields four ten-
sor products. In each one of the remaining cases we have 6 
tensor products, only L » { C(0, 0) , C 0f 0 )) / and L m 
m <(C1f1) f C1fD) 1 being prohibited. 
Report on the proof: It would be tedious to give here 
the proof in full. In fact, it is not much more elegant then 
checking all the cases. On the other hand, the absence of 
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simple common features of the resulting tensor products seems 
to indicate that it hardly can be done in some tricky way. 
Considering Definition 2.3 we see easily that 
(UffrJk,),U',£\Jk>'))eji,(A*CA*A))it£ Tftf^>,i^', A') 
(i+,h **>, <*', i \ JV))eK((A®A)®A) Hi V*,/,*, *', i\W, 
where 
TV (i7 i-t<
Jk>j'i<\ £\ M,') i s an abbreviation of the formu-
la (we write ( ^ ) for CCl.i), CJk,,D) e H. (A €>A)> : 
CC\°Q )&((^^)»C^;^0)AC3(x,^),C^)))vCC^^^CC^>) m 
~ C*', * / ) ) * ( 3 C * ^ -
Put, tov /tmU^i^.^ije I 9 *'m (l±, ^ , lc , 4£ , ^ , *$ ) . 
Thus, by 3 .4, a WKT-product <Q i s a tensor product i f f 
The formula V 4 ( T- C*) <-=+-»> T.^ (V>) may be, 
after some computing, brought to the form (where a « (¥1 ) , 
and 3( « /twi, ,* ) : 
Ce<& d ) vic&e) v(a&&&&)v(&<$tJb'&e)sf(a,&c&d)v(&&c&d)v 
v(Q,&c&d&e)v(4rScC&>d3ce)v (0 &a&Jlr)v(0&a8(c)v(2&a,8t$')v 
v(2^F&c)v(2&^&e)v(diTA2&a)v(0A:1Sc2&B)v(0S4A2SiJir)v 
v(0&T&I&e)v(i&a,&J&&c)vet&a &&&*) . 
Now, it suffices to exclude the WKT-products satisfiyng 
this formula* 
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->•' meorem: Let <g) be any of the 201 tensor products 
on n . Define
 e
x
 : P ® X —> X by e
x
CU7«3>)=* •* , 
c
x y
; x <g> y —> y ® x by cxycc"^7^")) » C^x") , 
o/
y
* ? X ® C Y ® Z ) — • C X <S> Y ) ® Z by 
XУ£ O/ CC x , C ^ cc ))) -a CC x, <y.), .-e> ) . Then e, c. a are 
natural equivalences (see 2.6 and 3.3) and ( ® , P , e, c, a ) 
is a coherent multiplication in the sense of MacLane (see 
[23). 
Proof: follows immediately from the formulas for e, c ; 
0, and Theorem 5*1 in 121, 
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